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'yTelcome to Homecoming

'74'

55 years of meaningful nostalgia for alumni
byAlMinikan

Alumni who'll yell and cheer
root with real Highland vigor,
and
'Wanted: Alumni for Home
for
Scota on the field.
the
coming day.
WANTED: Alumni for
Alumni
eay hetlo:
who'll
Day... And a bonnie welAlumni
who'll eay 'hello! come ta yal"
with a warm Scotch kind ot heart
Jean Laurie, Associate
ineaa.
Editor of the VOICE
Alumni who don't remember
October 3, 1952
co-- ed
chapel
seating or even
Home-comi-

ng

'

' "

.

intratnurat football.
Alumni who want to hear what
thia generation ia thinking and to
see what we are doing.
Alumni
who atill feel very
much a part ot Woo ate r even
though they no longer play football or write tor the VOICE or
work crew for the Little Theater.
Alumni who seem more like
members of the senior claea than
of an alumni chapter.
Alumni who want to renew the
daya of auld lang syne.
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"I've

I

I
I

I

j Additional

Ides

I
I

Homecoming

I

orti "I
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I
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on pages 5 and 8'
-
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I second the welcome.
Twenty-tw-

years later the

o

campus has changed, the faculty
has changed, the students have
changed.
Customs and observances of Homecoming have
changed. The essence of Home

coming remains the same.
Alumni are "wanted and
needed for Homecoming.
The first "official" Wooster
Homecoming was October 25,
1919." "Alumni were accomodated
in the various dormitories.
Freshman men and many upper
classmen slept in the gymnasium
Saturday night, giving up their
rooms for visitors. Extra eating
accomodations were arranged for
at Kenarden Lodge.

Pent up enthusiasm of years

was

let out in Severance Stadium

Saturday afternoon as Wooster
0.
Saturday
walloped Case
evening the bonfire celebration on
the old athletic field afforded an
opportunity for reflection and
reminiscences. President Wts-ha- rt,
faculty members, alumni
varsity football men and captains, and members of the team
were among those who responded
13--

to the Invitations of Jan Balrd to

Llvy .started the gameSaturday
afternoon by giving the football
to the captain of the team. At
half-tishe called representatives from the winning dormitories of the decoration contest
to her box .where she presented
them with the trophies.

speak.
Every girl was a queen the

night of the first Homecoming.
Exultant Woosterites danced and
sang along with the Men's and
Women's Glee Clubs.
When the music stopped, the
minstrel show began. The students put on a screamingly funny
satire of the day's Mack Sennett
beauties, the Barnum & Bailey
circus, and Fatty Arbuckle.
Homecoming

me

.

Wooster's "going steady" tradition took first prize.
The
sophomore
girls of Campus
Lodge, supervised by Betty Jane
Injected - the romantic
Reif,
.

atmosphere

ended on a
serious note, when all joined in
singing the "Love Song."
Wooster had no Homecoming
queen until 1946 when Llvy de
Pastlla, head cheerleader and
senior psychology major from
Trenton, New Jersey, was
elected. The student body had
voted earlier 757 to 128 in favor
of a Homecoming Queen and
1919

HnrlHnH Ptti accidnntm

week-end- 's

Livingston men showed clever-

-

ness, originality, and ingenuity
continued on page 5
T

I

,..
I

I

prone on Monday mornings...

into the

festivities With "Woo in Wooster" as their theme, they
transformed their front lawn Into
a lover's paradise with enlarged
facs miles of cigars and lolly-po- ps
dotting the lawn. Pictures
of Miller's Pond and the golf
course served as a background.

I

keep bumping into reality." I
j
- Bob Thavea
I
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Town wins chance at
by Bill Henley
The Wooster Art Center,
partially sponsored by the College,
and
other
projects helped win
the town of Wooster a chance to
become one of 12 or 13
Cities." Wooster is
one of 21 national finalists in the
citizen-acti- on
award competition
sponsored by the National Municipal League. "
Wooster applied for the competition along with 500 other U.
S. cities, the largest number in
the contest's
history. Its
finalist status entitles Wooster
college-commun- ity

"All-Americ-

26-y- ear

an

'All-Americ-

ln-S- an

ia

co-opera-

tion

honors

a'

to send a delegation to the Nating the community as a whole.
tional Conference on GovernProf, Arnold Lewis, chairman of
Diego, Calif. Nov. the Art Department, is head of
ment,
0,
where the winners will be
.
chosen.
In its application, Wooster
The Religion Dept. is
stressed three recent citizen
f
a
having
study - Travel
projects for the betterment of
the town.
fmulti-medseminar on last)
One of these was the Wooster
Art Center, a facility created f Spring quarter's trip to lsrael
through the
of Woin Mateer, Wednesday, 10 AM.
oster citizens interested in art
with the College art faculty. Located In Severance Art Museum, the Center. Another project brought to the
the Art Center sponsors a variety
of artistic classes and activities attention of the competition
aimed at Involving and benefit- - judges was the creation of the
17-2-

Number 5

Wooster Community Youth

ster's Director of Administration, to formulate the plan.
Portions of the plan approved by

Cen-

ter, a project to aid the youth of
town, particularly in the
A
southern part of Wooster.
"Youth Walk" and other volunteer efforts and contributions
the

from the town brought about the
opening of the Youth Center on
North Bever Street In October
1973.

The final project cited was
efanother
fort; the ongoing plans for the
renovation and revltalizatlon of
Wooster's downtown area. Prof.
Lewis and a group of students
working on a special 399 course
college-commun- ity

the Wooster Chamber of

Com-

merce Included the eventual
creation of a mini-marea out
an

.

of downtown Wooster. Also, an
anonymous gift of $100,000 from
Wooster citizens sparked plans
for a new Wooster Community
Center, Including a new senior
citizens' facility and a
day-ca- re

center.

These projects apparently won
the approval of the
Cities Award screening
All-Amer- ica

corn-continu-

on page 8

worked with Thomas Uhl, Woo

Trustees to ponder

presidential veto
byJimKieft

before the full board include
the report of the president of
The Board of Trustees for the college, committee reports,
the college win convene on camelections and appointments, and
pus this weekend for their second the approval of actions taken by
the
biannual meeting. Committees the committees during
win be meeting on Thursday interim. The only current matand Friday afternoon; the exters that undoubtedly will be
ecutive board win meet on Thurshandled by the trustees are the
day, and the fall board on Satamendments to the Campus Counurday.
cil memorandum and a motion In
Committee meetings will dismemory of the late Dr. Cary
college
problems and Wagner, a former trustee.
cuss
matters of business in limited
Dr. Wagner, a former chairareas. The Agenda for the Satman of the Board of Trustees,
urday meeting of the full board was a long time benefactor of
win be, established primarily by the College. Over the years Dr.
the committees. Their reports Wagner
contributed freely,
and recommendations determine spiritually, physically, and finwhat wiU come 'before the full ancially toward the betterment
board.
of the college. Wagner Hall which
Traditional matters to come
continued on page 4
--

--

--

-
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?
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.Photo by Mary Breiner

scene from the Homecoming play, TANGO, directed by Barbara Eller and presented in
Scott Auditorium tonight and Saturday night.
A

,

Poqo2

public presentation of the
event will allow them to

Why is Annex

reevaluate their actions.
Thank you,
-

Second Annex

becoming a
'target9?
To the Editor:
The Annex girls are beginning to feel that the
Annex is becoming the target for much destruction
We would
and loitering.
like to relate to you an
incident which ocurredlast
weekend in the Second Annex hallway. Our RA. had
designed a bulletin board
with names, home towns
and other information that
served to introduce the
girls in our hall to each
other. It was a considerate gesture, perhaps a lot
more important to fresh-

men than to others, but we
did appreciate it.
Last Friday evening, a
few extremely inconsider-

ate gentlemen destroyed
our bulletin board. We
decided to replace it with
another display in which,

after much thought and consideration, each girl contributed a part of herself
,

-

'Best lettuce9
is rate deal for

suffering.
Sincerely,

EvieZiegler

To The Students at the
College of Wooster,
Many of you are aware
of Cesar Chavez and what
his United Farmworkers
are trying to do. There was
a lot of information going
out about them last year

much better working con-

of fairness

cedures obviously did not
see this as the case. Even
the mere recording of student LP. numbers was too
much trouble to be bothered

who were in charge of pro-

coming Queen. I can only
judge by what I have seen

taking place

Homecoming

this year
falls under

of specthe
ial events run by LCB,
and the person running the
elections is nowhere listed
among the persons on that
committee. How, then, was
he chosen? If Homecoming
is to be an event which
really involves the entire
campus, then the campus,
should have the authority to
designate decision - maksub-commi-

'

ers.

When

ttee

Tha offices ara located on tha bottom floor of
Box:
Center g.
4.
1117: phono:
43S.
O-l-

264-133-

Kiel bo wi cs.
...a......... Editor
Jeff Adair, BUI Henley..... ........Managing Editors
Glenn For bo s.n
...t....... Sports Editor
... ............ Offt co Manager
Jonno Sml thM
Advertising Manager
Joe GlgHorono.. ..
JCon My ers. .
.... Photo Editor
Hoed Copy Readors
Plane Holt, Cathy Turner
Bobbie Brown.eMMMMMMCirculation M on agar
Filler Editor
Jeff Bote
R 1 ch ord

Thank you,
Jonathan Kelley

with. As a result, not only

Code of Conduct. As to
whether it has should be
held up for examination;

Dear Editor,
I am writing to you at this
time to help clear up some
misinformation printed in
THE VOICE of 11 October
74 in the article entitled
"Campus inflation adds
up". Generally speaking,
this article was most informative and ' helpful in
pointing up many items of
inflation which all of us
encounter from books to
bills to Mom's to beer.
However what specifically
I am writing about deals
with the film committee.
The film committee quite
rightly points out that LCB
has cut their annual budget
by $300 or one hundred

the candidates for Homecoming Queen, but also the
entire student body, were
treated most unjustly.
When
this point was
brought to Hie attention of
the person in charge of
counting ballots, it was met
with indifference. As with
all social events on the
campus. Homecoming must
comply with the college
I myself have questions

as

to the integrity and fairness
of the Homecoming elec-

tion's procedures.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Noss

-

.

dollars per quarter. Knowing that prices of films
are almost universally going up this can be a particularly distressing. However, perhaps if they indeed
To the Editor:
what costs were inknew
I realize many letters to
might better
volved,
the Editor are complaints, be able they
around
work
to
gripes, or recommenda- their exceedingly limited

college seems to take a

great deal of pride in the
fact that its student body
is comprised of a highly

diversified group of individuals. The preliminary
elections for Homecoming

Published weekly during the academic year ezoept
Member of. United States Press Association and j
holidays and anamination periods by tha students of tha Ohio Newepaper Association. Entered an second
elaoa JI
College of Woostar. Opinions expressed in editorials letter in tha Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription
and features ara not necsssarily thoaa of tha staf and retes: 16.00 per year, eeeond elaaa; $9.00 par year. I
should net be construed as representing administration First Class.
poUey.
National

cookie or roll.

Are
projectionists
rich?

Kudos for
Food Service
bakers

dealing with the

entire campus, NOTHING
especially in terms of fairness, can be assumed. The

I
I

National Advertising Representative:
Educational AdVertisins Service.

sequence,
it - is very these three ladies have.
possible that several perMy. letter is merely to
sons may have voted more recognize Wanda, Bessie
than once in an attempt and Linda and the crucial
ensure their candidate's part they play in Food Serposition on the Homevice. So, if you're ever
coming Court. It seems strolling through Lowry
that if the issue of elimCenter with nothing to do.
drop by and say 'llello,
ination of candidates is important enough to be done and you might get a donut,

fairly and CORRECTLY.
The person, or persons,

With regard to the procedures and arrangements
leading up to the Homecoming Weekend at this
college, I feel that a number
of questions arise. I am
referring particularly to
tiie procedures involving
the election of the Home-

ditions than the Teamster 8
Union to the farmworkers.
The Teamsters have money
and political power on their
side and the growers are
not hiring United Farmworker members. Therefore the Farmworkers
under
Cesar Chavez's
leadership
are striking
against the Teamster's Union. There are many other

Queen are a prime example people are employed by
of lack of fairness. During Food Service and that their
this election no attempt was jobs are very important,
made to ensure the demo- but as one of the students
cratic procedure of one assigned to help in the Bake
vote per person. As a con- Shop I see what a hard job

Queen election
raises doubts
To the Editor:

from the People's Party.
For those of you that are
unaware, in short, the
United Farmworkers offer

through a favorite saying.
The following Saturday
night, the , same incident factors involved but this is
occurred. AGAIN, our bul- the main conflict. All that
letin board was destroyed the U.F.W. has askedboy-of
is to
in the same manner. All other Americansgrapes
and
the girls reacted strongly. cott the lettuce,
TeamGallo
wines
that
the
were
Some
sad, others
were angry, but all felt a sters have picked, packsense of loss. Of course, aged and shipped.
It is unreal to me that
once our initial emotions
subsided, we simply asked after all of last years pubthe question: "Why?" The licity the cafeterias here
result of much hard work are still servinggrapes.
lettuce and
had been destroyed for no
And
worse
than that you are
apparent
The
reason.
question in our minds is still eating them. Is it so
to take jello instead of
still unanswered, we can hard
grapes
or to pass up the
only hope the gentlemen
will not repeat their salad bar?
After a week of no
thoughtlessness. Hopefully

lettuce and grapes, the food
service would conclude that
the majority of students are
for the boycott. They would
then quit buying "the Best
lettuce for the best price"
and theefore support fair
working conditions and decent living standards for
many people who are now

UFJF, students

non-U.F.- W.

,

Friday, October 25, 1974

VOICE

This newepaper welcomes signed letters to tha!
and!
editor.
Letters should be typed, double-epace- d,
preferably under 300 words. Addreee all correspondence J
to VOICE, Tha College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691 J
I
I

Pool Kono..
tMtMSMsssiAnittowt to tho Editor I
STAFF: Chwe Cover, Sue Tew, Corrine Rudmen, j
Sue
Fletto, Nancy Smith, Jim Kieft, Aim Shop. I
pard.
Anno
McCune, Nancy Thompson, Noma j
Sprang, Nancy Kermon, Bovorly Harrison, David J
Koppenhouer, Judy Celling, Maria Maraooo, Deb!
bio Davlos and Jonnifor Robinson.
Libbioj
Wright, Sally Webb. Kathryn Jonas.
J

tions concerning some
aspect of life at Wooster.
This letter doesn't fit into
any of these categories.. I
would only like to make the
student body aware of one
unique aspect of Food Service that few people seem
to realize exists.
Food Service operates a
Bake Shop located in Lowry
Center behind the book-

store.

This is where all

baked goods for the college are made, including

bread, dinner rolls, buns,
sweet rolls, donuts, brown-

ies, pies, turnovers, cookies, cream puffs, birthday
cakes and regular cakes,

etc.
The Bake Shop staff consists of only three ladies
and one student who work
six afternoons and evenings
I realize many
a week.

budget.
One such misconception
which Mr. David Damron,

film committee chairman,
would like us to believe is.
that it costs the. committee
$25 per movie for projectionists to show tne movie.
It was a little unclear whether this meant per showing
or per night but for the sake
of arguement let's say that
Dave meant per night. At
this rate, the projectionist
would be making roughly
$4.50 per hour which indeed is quite a tidy sum.
Since Dave's statement I
have been flooded with
questions about obtaining
projectionist jobs. Unfortunately, none of us earn
$4.50 per hour or are likely
--

continued on page 3
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The Higher Criticism

Learning to love The Bomb
by Niall Slater

'

Stanley Kubrick has been
making disturbingfilmsfor
years. One of the earliest
of these remains his best:
DR. ST RANGE LOVE . It
is a marvelous film by any

standard. I especially urge
any colloquium students
who were forced (as I was)
to endure THE WAR GAME
to see this film as an antidote.
The characters are all

so
caricatures.
well
drawn that they are much
. more forceful and effective

than realistic portrayals
could ever be (art improves
on life, . you see). George
C. Scott as General Jack
D. Ripper, who worries
about bis precious bodily
when
fluids
he isn't
"Kill, kiU,
screaming,
kill" is a sufficiently par"

Pentagonnite
to
satisfy even Herblock. A
curious tribute to Peter
Sellers' (who plays two
other roles as well) poranoid

trayal of Dr. Strangelove
is that for thethiefirst four
years he was in govern.

ment, Henry Kissinger's
voice was never heard on

j-h-

is

television; only pictures
were shown, for fear that
German accent should
identify him in the public
mind with the indeliby
etched portrait of Dr.
Strangelove.
Kubrick's
triumph,

comic techniques. The sais incisive, often
savage,
I've mentioned
Scott's character. The
other (American) military
men are of a. piece with
him: lockstep mentalities

zation of a basic element
of human nature: laughter
is our defense against the
"vast, formless things" of
The world has
horror.
lived under the cloud's shadow since Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
Christendom
and the rest of the world
as well could see there a
veiled reflection of immi-

delightful
the
vignette
where Sellers vandalizes a
coke machine for nickels to
warn of the attack order,
relieves the satire until in
end.
they merge
the
together.
The vision of
Slim Pickens riding his
bomb like a bronco toward

Kubrick
hearts quaked.
sculpts the formless fear

More letters

.

though,

rests

on his reali-

-

and

defensive lines
laughter and lo!

of

Armageddon

nent

into

tire

and

"Kill-the-Hu-

pa-

n"

triotism. - Force, such as

an atomic transfiguration

Albert Einstein is attributed the remark that he

of Le Grand Guignol.

the third world war would
be fought with, but the

defies
though

classification -it has its elements

The

ending

STRANGELOVE

of DR.

is

veri-

table cinematic poetry. The
lilting rhythm of the
camera shots, the yearning

of an old song
could easily be the fevered
phantoms of Poe's weak
and weary mind. Amidst
the savage glory of this
hymn to the mark of Cain
one almost forgets to laugh
in the exalting wonder. To
voice-ov- er

continued from page 2

.

to and quite rightly so.
The projectionists at the

S. Gilbert,
THE MIKADO

W.

Sir William wiil, I hope,
forgive that quotation in
these circumstances.
To achieve this laughter,
Kubrick draws on broad

downtown

theaters earn

something around a dollar
per hour less than Mr.

Damron's figures. We earn
the going campus job rate
of $1.90 or an absolute

maximum of $11.40 per evening. I'm sure that Dave
just wanted to make a good
point about the high expenses he is faced with but
in this age of Inflation, we
the Mateer Projectionists
notlcably
have
Union,
maintained our wages well

Sarah is back and other tidbits
by Chuc

m's

a soft, sincere voice

I address you and respond

'I'm sexy

If with stern seriousness my face relays
- I'm an arrogant bitch.
If I feel more comfortable in pants and you never see my
legs except in bed

- I'm not feminine.

And if I speak street corner, gut level truths and try to
cummunicate with you on your level
- I'm trying to be something I'm not
I'm your lover
you forget I'm a person
and I'm just being me.

.

October 1974

that

stone-a- x

non-prolifera- tion

treaties will soon be

made and soon be broken.
The tragic cycle of hubris
and nemesis begins again.
Man is not good, but He
possesses,
unquenchable
WllU

.

. . . .

national minimum wage. It's a bargain
price, so why not talk to
Warner Brothers into cutting their gate costs? We
support President Ford's
drive to "Whip Inflation
Now" and ask that we get
all the help we can from
everyone, including film

committee. We're students
too. We're feeling the pinch
just like everyone else and
we are doing our part. All
power to the people.
Very sincerely

A lot of people are more "together" than they
are given credit for. Sarah Bohr, for example. Like Bruce C. Johnson
"T's" poem, Sarah Bohr is a work of art. She has Chief Projectionist.
graduated her feminist
le
from the College of
life-sty-

Wooster to Antioch School of Law. Sarah will return
this weekend for a visit and will probably have a few
words for the alumni regarding her recent trips to the
Congressional Hearings concerning the Nixon Pardon.
Sarah made A.B.C. News last week when a student
group she was with attended the Hearings.
The reason I mention this is to illustrate the independent, informed manner that Sarah Bohr moves in.
Her curiousity and concern have taken her as far away
as Portland Oregon, Miles College, (Alabama), and even
Morroco. Sarah is living proof that women can expand
their EXTERNAL world and conversely men need to
expand their INSIDE potential.
Like. I said, women's liberation is essential to
men's liberation. If Sarah can stand before a reporter
on. the 6:30 news, then men can stand in front of imaginary mirrors and look inward to the potential locked
within them.
Sarah Bohr and other "local" feminists like her
are challenging women to get in touch with their organizational powers, their self confidence, and their
abilities to create and explore. Men, who are already
in touch with the outside (structural) nuances, are urged
to tap emotional resources, and to liberate their re-

pressed feelings.

Sarah and "T" redefining what it means to be a
woman, by insisting that they ought to be whole PERSONS! It is time men were PEOPLE tool
"(WE) must now invent a revolution
so total as to destroy
.
maleness, femaleness,
-

I'm so tired of being misunderstood
Guess I'll just keep to myself.
-- Tricia Ude

STRANGELOVE fades

from the screen, one knows

under the

.

The major source of men's liberation is women's
It is no coincidence that these essays on
liberation.
freeing men have depended on revolutionary emphases
from women (i.e., Robin Morgan's poems, Gloria Stei-neobservations).
No one understands white male oppression better
than those who are oppressed. It is by listening to the
victims that straight white men can begin to abandon
their roles as victlmizers. Often the feedback that
fosters men's liberation does not come off the Best
Seller's list or 'a College Course Book List. Some of
the most
lessons about sexism have been
taught to me by "everyday people." Note this poem
from my friend "T".
with

fourth would be fought with
clubs and stone axes. As
the last radiance of DR.

to the editor

"The threatened cloud has
passed away.
And brightly
shines the
dawning day...

mind-heighten- ing

did not know what weapons

death."

- Robin Morgan

MONSTER (1972)

Just the
regular
salary
Dear Editor:
As chairman of the film
committee I feel I should

restate what was said in
the Oct. 11 issue of the
Voice in my own words.
The reason for this restatement is that many
people cannot understand
why projectionists are get-

ting $25 a night for showing films.
I was quoted in the Voice
as saying that it costs $25
a night for projectionists.
By this statement 1 meant
that the total bill from the
Audio Visual Department
is usually between $18 and
$25 a night. This total
Includes the bill for proas well as
jectionists
projector rental and a few
other odds and ends.
I sincerely hope this
misunderstanding did not
cause anyone any grief.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dave Damron

Friday, October 25, 1974
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How to Faulkner a broom

Notes from reality: Hegel takes
by Randy Luvaas

it took me to a foundry,
where I swapped my cap
and gown for workclothes
and a hairnet, covered my
--

When
graduation time
arrived last June, I found
myself being propelled
with the rest of my
classmates into what' we
scoffingly referred to as
The Real World. As I waved farewell to the
walks of Wooster,
I couldn't help feeling a
What
bit apprehensive:
would this Real World be
like when I got there?
a-l- ong

dak-lin- ed

Where would my liberal
arts education take me??

N

sage's brow .with soot

arvl
learned to limit my vocab-

ulary to

four-lett- er,

--

one-sylla- ble

words.

.

Looking back, I remember the feeling I had that
first morning, when I reported for work and saw
what I was getting into.
There was the foundry bea horrifying
fore me
jumble of pipes and furnaces and sweating men.
This was it The Real
World.
My God, I thought, re-

A-no- ther

raid not. I answered,
"What the hell can you
do. Buddy?" he asked.
I thought

.

SERVICE
TAKES YOU

.

was

ha Li

ft n I

n

I

so I

sed,

un-impres-

threw in, "And I speak
German." Still nothing. I
was about to launch into a
recitation of Hamlet's Soliloquy when he handed me
a broom.
"Why

dont

you

just

Faulkner this broom for a
while," he said. Course,
this is Just temporary.

Buddy 'til we find something better for you to do."
Everything , obviously

is temporary, in the

rel-

ative sense; Rome was neither built nor destroyed in
a day, and its once-probuildings are now subject

ed

J

moment-the-

told him, "Well

co-e-

TRAVEL

for a

I've read Faulkner." He

membering the ontologlcal
proof for His existence-- let
me out of herel Where's
Mom's Truck Stop?? Where '
ds
go??
did all the
Can't Ijust skip this class.?
The initial shock as I
realized that this would be
my home for eight hours
every day for as long as I
could stand it was enough
to curl my toes, protected
though they were by my
steel-toworkboots.
I was still in a daze
when my foreman came
over and stood beside me,
chewing a thick cud of gum

WORLD-WID- E

a minute or two, then asked,
"Ever run a reverb oven
before?" Not wanting to
admit that I had never even
HEARD of one before, I
replied no, I had never had
the opportunity to run a
reverb oven, but would
gladly try it. "How Txxrtu
a Bessemer Hacker?"
no. "Think you could
handle a Schnitzler 7 " A- -f

ud

.

PHONE

and looking blankly into my
eyes. He sized me up for

284-SS- 33

tourists,
to Kodak-packi- ng
a different breed of the or-

iginal barbaric hordes.
Everything, sooner or later, will change. This job
took a little longer than
most things, though; I was
stuck with that broom for
nearly a month, losing my
mind with every stroke.
my plight:
Consider
there I was, a recent graduate of what I once heard
called "die Harvard of the
Midwest", (the guy who
told me that ludicrous-titllater transferred out, probably to the Yale of the
.Prairies or someplace
similar), and I was stuck
using a broom for eight
hours a day. They wouldn't
even trust me with a lousy
Schnitzler! Or with any
other kind of machine, for
the most
that matter
mechanical thing I ever
did was operate the drinkSomething-obviou- s
ing fountain.
ly was wrong had I
spent four years and
$16,000 for this? They let
everybody else run the
Schnitzler, and half of them
had never even finished
high school. What the hell
good was a college education, I wondered.
Every morning , as I
walked in to work, I saw
the young executives in
their Arrow shirts drinking
coffee with the secretaries.
They had probably gone to
college, but had they gone
to the goddamned Harvard
of the Midwest? I felt like
Sisyphus, condemned for
all time to sweep up a
steadily - growing pile of
copper and brass shavings.
What had gone wrong?
But I kept right on sweeping, I had no choice. Knowledge alone will not keep
a person alive. No matter
what they tell you, you
can't eat Plato's REPUB-

-

MORE ON

j

Trustees to
ponder veto

0

The Qiana

shirt
you can't get

continued from page 1
he funded, was merely one of
Worldwide,
his works.
Dr.
Wagner was known tor his contributions to the field of chem-

enough of
by

istry.

The crux of the debate concerning the Campus Council memorwill cerandum amendments
tainly deal with the stripping of
the college president of his veto
power.
Under the proposed
changes, the president would have
no veto power. Instead he would
be empowered to enact a thirty
day "cooling off period during
which disagreements could hopefully be reconciled. All proposals
would then pass to the trustees

15 00

.

XI U "IV

LIC.
One tiling about that job
was that it gave me plenty
that is.
of time to think

whenever the noise level
in the foundry dropped sufficiently to make it possible. And what I thought
for approval. Thus, the Board about
most , pushing that
of Trustees and not the college
broom
around ,. was the
president" would have the final
of a liberal arts
meaning
veto power. The question Is wheteducation.
her the trustees will desire to
.To explain which, I supbe required to review each and pose,
is the purpose of this
every one of the sometimes trivial Campus Council proposals.
Students, except for several
privileged representatives, are

The shirt for the way you live now. In the fabric
you can't get enough of. Rich, easy Qiana nylon
knit in one silky color after another. Sizes 8 to 16.
.

I

not Invited

Accessories Main Floor
--

.

It Pays to Buy Quality

Into the Board of

little article,

Sweeping up, I found mat

several of my basic tenets
(you can tell I've been to
college, can't you, bv the
words I use?) no longer
seemed as true as they once

Trustees meetings. These representatives are the heads of
the various campus governing
bodies to which they report the
board's proceedings. A student had. First off, I was living
relations committee, composed proof that a college degree
of students and board members, is not a guarantee of findalso serves to keep the student ing a Dream Job right away.
body communicating with and
cognizant of the Board of

good a chance of using a
broom as anyone else; failure has become very demo-

cratic in mat sense.
Secondly, the things one
learns in college are not
necessarily useful once you
of course,
leave school
anybody can guess that. I

found it impossible to apply
a discussion of Baroque
painting to a room, and
mentioning the word
"Kant" in the foundry
would have gotten me a
busted nose: "Whaf d you
call me. Buddy?"
Thirdly, an awful lot of
people simply don't care
whether or not you've been
to college. Many people
when I told them I'd gone

t

-

e

t-

Store Hours: Friday - Saturday
9:30-9:0-

a dive

Perhaps at one time it was
I don't
know. Today,
BA.'s and MA.'s have as

to Wooster, either said
"Gezundheit" or asked
what kind of a football team
we had. I wish I would have
had the proverbial dollar
for every time- - somebody
at the foundry said, "Hey,

professor, would you care

to sweep up over here?"
Take away these

things-financial-su- ccess-,

practic-

al knowledge, and prestiLge-a- nd
you take away many

peoples reasons for going

-

to colleee .it all .
It finally came to me one
day, just after the lunch-brea- k.
At

first

I thought

gas, tut it blossomit
ed into the warm glow of
spiritual awareness, and I
knew I had it: "Education
is" its own reward!" I shoutWas

ed. Yes, that- was it. I
dropped my broom and
danced around the foundry,
looking like something out
of a Julie Andrews movie
as I sang: "Education is
its own rewardl I know
what I know and .that's all
that matters!'.' I grabbed
my foreman and danced
with him, as he chewed his
-

gum

and stared

oddly

through his safety glasses.
"I figured it out, Boss
I know what it's worm!!"
I was fired on the spot,
,
needless to say.
But I didn't care. The
foundry will never find a
better man with a broom
man I wasthe loss is
theirs alone, the way I

see it.

something
And I had
more valuable man a mere
job. I finally knew what all
those years had been about.
I knew mat what I had
learned could not be taken
from me, that It was mine
alone and could not be
measured in dollars and

sense.

And what will . I do with

mis precious knowledge?
Well, like the rest of
my. lost generation, I'm
going west. I hear the foundries out there pay almost
fifty cents more an hour
than the. ones in the east,
and that ain't hay. Buddy.

'

Fridoy, October 25, 1974
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Homecoming changes along with the college
continued from page

Homecoming Dance was the band:

1

1q their first .place display. Their
representation of a Wooster
adScotty licking Denlson-madress labels brought exclamations of admiration from all.
Saturday evening at 8:30 In Severance Gymnasium, Llvy started
an evening of Informal gaiety by
dancing to Hal Nelson's first
selection alone with her escort.
Starting at 9:00 a.m. Sunday
there were five breakfasts to
choose from. They were sponsored by the Dominoes, the Imps,
the Peanuts, and Pyramids, and
the Trumps.
de

"The Imperial Wonders." It
was unusual to have an all black
band at a Wooster Homecoming;
but appropriate; a black Home-

coming queen was crowned.
BSA students boycotted the 1971
Homecoming.
Their action
brought changes to the College
of Wooster.
In 1972 the process of selecting and presenting a Homecoming
Queen was decided to be eliminated. The
announced that they had undertaken the task of arranging and
conducting the 1972 Homecoming
Queen contest and they were
given $100 from Campus Council
to do so.
Chris Adair was crowned 1972
Homecoming Queen. She won
with a
campaign
and a slogan ("If you don't care,
vote for Adair") that appealed
to enough students. At the football game she was stoned and
she presented herself to the
Homecoming crowd in jeans.
Homecoming- - 1972 was Innovative in several ways. Kappa
Theta Gamna and the National
.

Inter-SecttotrCou-

ncll

depends upon the loyal cooper- atlon of many students. We have
always received this cooperation
in the past and this year was no
exception. We wish to thank the
Student Senate, the members of
the play cast, the band, the varsity football squad, the house
committees on decorating, Westminster choir, and all individuals who assisted in the events
of the weekend. It was a memorable
for many
alumni because of your cooperng

Home-comi-

ation."

couples all attesting to Wooster's "Steadiness" that eager crush just

dream-wrapp-

ed

before

the

dining-roo- m
door
Sundays, invariably
crammed with every bit of Monday's homework, put off, In spite
of fervent resolutions, until the
last moment
Labs with their
attendant dirty hands, tired eyes
and a feeling of achievement

opens -

ht
feeds, when
tastes doubly delicious
Bull sessions, that valuable unlisted course oh the college curMlddle-of-the-nig-

food

Students are a vital part of riculum
That walk downtown I
Homecoming. Students can make That single splash of red against
the alumni's stay much more the somber black robe of the
enjoyable.
The success of the professors
Homecoming
weekend 1946
in convocatlon-Tho- se
events of the day depends upon
closed Sunday night with an
1
the students. But Homecoming
But this could go on indefising on the Quad.
is more than the "show" stunitely
Over the last few years Homefor these, and hundreds
coming has gone through a numdents put on for the alumni.
of other beloved memories, are
A student wrote In the VOICE
ber of changes.
the very essence of Wooster."
In 1969 students, alumni and
Thursday, October 29, 1942:
Some things never change.
faculty were encouraged to par"Homecoming 1955: - What memOthers do. Homecoming 1987:
ticipate in an excellent opporories win have remained most What win I remember?
tunity
for Increased mutual
cherished and vivid? The memRapping over a cup of coffee
understanding, with discussion
ories of little things of course; at Mom's the triumph of a mugroups meeting at lunch in the
the ones that are never officially tual effort on the plnbaU machines
Lowry dining room, and In die
mentioned in any school cata- -, In Scot Lanes making and eating
afternoon in the conversation pit.
logue, but which make college popcorn in a dorm room listenDean Cropp discussed the new Collegiate Players attempted days a
exing to jazz and folk In Zeitgeist-pass- ing
quarter system and Dr. Calhoun sponsoring a "Splrtt of Homeperience. I expect to remember;
a pitcher around at the
worked with the topic of dissent coming Past" contest. Lowry
on
Leaves
the
slowly
Cage
chapel,
experiencing
an Indian,
on the ' cblege campus.
turning crimson handholdlng African, French or Japanese dinDr. Center Board sponsored a biFobes discussed the change In the cycle race. The BSA sponsored
ner In Babcock dancing to the
status of the liberal arts educatheir own dance and invited the
Stones in 5th Section bumping
to soul at a BSA party going
tion. Changes in the present whole campus to an informal
administration were presented by affair that offered an alternative
to a class at a prof's home-orde-ring
al
Mr. PlusqueUec, while Rev. to : the
a pizza from Coccia
dance. At
Syartzback worked with the topic the football game the Peace CoHouse
making It through an aU
of the .black student community,
alition distributed
nlghter win moral support from
and Dr. Raltt debated the value of
States action in Ina friend.
grades In education.
dochina brochures.
But those reminiscences are
This year, who knows what will
3.2 beer was the main attracthe future. This Homecomfor.
by Nan Secor
tion at the 1970 Homecoming happen? - We'll just have to wait
ing is not for me. It Is for the
Dick
Gregory will speak in
and see.
Dance in the basement of Bab-coThursday, Oct. 31, at alumni. a It means just what it
Hall Saturday night, October
The following letter appeared McGaw,
coming home for alumni,
8 p.m. His appearance here is says
17, 1970.
It was the first big In the VOICE Thursday, October being
I'd like to make the alumni
Convosponsored
by
the
social happening at COW where 20,1932:
feel at home.
always the success of the cation Committee, LCB and The
alcohol was '(legally) present.
Black
Forum.
Another novel attraction of the day, from the alumni viewpoint,
In recent years, Gregory has
become one of the most sought-aft- er
speakers on college campuses, with reports from various
colleges attesting to his popular
SUPERSCOPE
ity, Ohio State found him to be
"without doubt the most
speaker to appear on
all-coll- ege

wen-organi-

Ed Arn, former Director of
Alumni Relations, told me about
two men, roommates
twenty,
years ago, who hadn't seen each
other since they had left school.
One homecoming they spotted
each other In the crowd at the
footbaU
game.
Their faces
lighted up, they embraced, a tear
was shed. They spent the rest
of the day together, talking over
old times at Wooster.
I think this may be what Homecoming is really all about.
.

Homecoming
Is Something
Special!!
GOURMET DINING AT

zed

--

IT'S BEST IN ONE OF OVRl
3 BARBARY COAST DIN
VNG ROOMS.CHOOSE FROM
A RELAXED TO AN ELE

GANT

FEATURING:

never-to-be-forgot- ten
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Prime Rib
Steaks
Lobster

Dick Gregory
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:
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anti-Unit- ed
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Homecoming parade,
floats, dances slated
by Sue Ftatte

Homecoming weekend will include many activities beginning
with the parade which win. start
Friday evening. It
at 6:00
will commence behind the stadium, go down University Ave.
turn left onto Bean Ave, and

pn.

go across Pine St. From there
it win proceed up College Ave.

go down University, up Bever
St. across Wayne Ave and back
down Bean Ave. to the stadium.
Dave Schmader, tn charge of
Student Homecoming activities
said, "The route has been shortened for two reasons. In the
first place, It used to take too
long. Secondly, we wanted to involve more of the college

proper."

After the parade, which involves eight float entries and
file band, there will be a bonfire behind the stadium. This
win start at 7:00 pm.
Also on Friday, the CAGE

win present BUCKEYE BISCUIT.
Thls Is a group formed by Joel
Culp, formerly of Tommy and
Joel, On Saturday, the- - CAGE
win provide entertainment with.
Rasputin.
Also on Saturday, in addition'
to the game against Otterbeln,
there win be a pregame show.
This win begin at LOO and win
Include the crowning of the Homecoming Queen, the announcement
of the winners of the floats, and
entertainment by the Scot Marching Band.

There win also be a reception
after the game. This win be held
on the patio of Lowry. The College Jazz Band win provide the
musical entertainment.
On Saturday night there will
be a dance in the Lowry Center
Ballroom. Music will be presented by the College Jazz
win be candles at the.
tables and also refreshments, in
Band.-"The-

addition

phere,"

to plenty of atmossaid Dave Schmader.

re

STUDENT SPECIAL

thought-provoki-

ng

our campus."

A brief look at the man should
indicate why a Norfolk student
felt that "every student in America, black and white alike, should
be required to listen to Mr.

Gregory."
As a comedian, he opened the
of
doors
entertainment to subsequent
Black comedians, then in order
to devote more time to humanitarian causes, he did his final
night
club
performance in
Boston's Paul's Man on August
5, 1973. Besides lecturing, Greg-pr- y
spreads- - his ideas through
records and books.
He has participated In major
civil rights demonstrations,
fasted in protest of American in- volvement in Vietnam, and run for
President. A pacifist, Gregory
uses his talents to combat what
he calls moral pollution. "The
same moral pollution which keeps
the smoke up in the air also
keeps the Indian up on the
White-dominat-

ed

Portable ACDC Monaural
CASSETTE RECORDER

$44.44

BarrkAmericard & MasterCharge

accepted

College I.D.
$69.95 Reg. Price
With
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Women's hockey teams: 1 win, 1 loss, 1 tie
turkey, purported mascot of the
team. Enduring cold and viewing
Among the spectators at the picturesque hockey, the blrd,and
field hockey Scottles' home others ) saw his varsity team outgames last weekend was a live do Wittenberg 5- -0 and tie Ohio
Wesleyan University 1, while
his jayvee squad lost its first
by Janet Smeltz

1--

Money doesn't

game to OWU,

grow

0.

ted.

un-assls-

-

co-cap- tain

Discarding
rules,
Marti Reiser scored the first COW and OWU let the
tie
goal of the game with an assist stand, a definite Indication of the
from Cindy Hastings. Cindy her- varsity's seesaw battle. Wesself tossed in the next goal to leyan scored first, and
finish first half scoring against
of - the - weekend Marti
Wittenberg.
Reiser was finally able to tie
the game in the second half
Coach Robin Chambers des- after a
rush. Standcribed her team's second half outs in this fine effort were
play as "picture-perfect- "and goalie Tracy Chambers, M&rtt
no wonder. Center halfback Betsy Reiser and Jo Olson.
tie-brea- ker

1- -1

pots

in

1--

White scored off a penalty corner. Mellnda Weaver guided a
score into the cage,
Marti Reiser put the final tally
in with a pass from Jo Olson
to make the score Wooster 5,
Wittenberg 0. Special credits for
Oils game go to
Brenda
Meese and Becky Wise.

top-sco- rer

four-wom- an

The J.V.'ers hit the field first Ohio State contest Tuesday at
Saturday morning, and they ended 3 p.m
and a 4 p.m. match
up playing in the snow with a red Wednesday against Lorain Comball. The Woosterltes spent much munity College. '
of the game in close proximity
Today the Scottles are involved
to their opponents goal, but were In the second annual Ohio State
Just unable to score. The WesField Hockey Tournament, being
leyan goal came in the first held at Oberlln College. Wooster
half, and not even the Scottles' is seeded second in that tourspirit and determination could ney, behind Ohio State Univerget them on the scoreboard. Honsity. OWY is third seed, and
orable mentions in this contest Denlson rounds out the top four
go to center Fay Neils on and teams entered in the competition.
goalie Barb Leyden.
The JV Wooster is expected to do well
record stands now at 1.
If
the team formula comes
through.
The Scottles season Is drawing to a close. Remaining games
will all be here at home, with
2--

ad

Booters score 3 but lose
by David Roppenhaver
It may seem strange for a team
to score all the goals in a game
and still lose, but that is exactly
what happened last Saturday as
Wooster dropped its second OAC
'match of the season to Denlson,

You've got to

2--

save it with US!!
First Federal

Savings

1812 CLEVELAND ROAD
135 EAST LI8ERTY

1.

The Scots should have known

that it just wasn't going to be
their day when three players
forgot their spikes. The three:
Chris Ighodalo, Jim Van Horn,
and Nick Crismali, were all
starters for the game. Crismali
ended up wearing Coach Nye
shoes and the other two borrowed
some from Denlson.
Denison's first goal came with
31:57 left in the first half. Van
Horn attempted to clear the ball
out of the goal area. Perhaps his
borrowed Denlson shoes overpowered the Intentions of his
foot; but in any ease, his kick
bounded high in the air, off teammate Bruce Reed. Goalie Phil

This week in
pro football

competition scheduled for tomorrow morning, an

lntra-squ-

by Jon Hull

2-- 1

Another 10- -3 week raises the
the coach's strategy. With 18:25 mark to
-1
or a .714 clip.
left in th e game Tom dribbled This week promises to be no
the ball down the sideline and then tougher than last so here we go.
launched a
which found MIAMI
over BALTIMORE.
its mark high in the net. It was don't see a kill however.
the only goal that the Scots put BUFFALO over CHICAGO.The
Brian Leaky.
second goal in the right,net.
The Big Red's
Bills could get caught looking
came on another fluke play. The
As was the case In the Bowling ahead to next week's rematch
ball had been centered toward Green game the Scots had plenty with New England so look for the
goal. Freshman of chances to score, but their Bears to make it close.
the Wooster
Reven Rollch went high in the shots were high, wide, and not CINCINNATI over HOUSTON.
air to try and head the ball out, too pretty. Coach Nye remarked, The Bengals will take out last
but his timing wasn't quite right "I'm very , very disappointed. week's frustrations
on this
and the ball grazed off the back But when you only score once week's Oiler game.
of his head, into the net. This you can't win. You've got to DENVER over CLEVELAND.,
goal was given to Craig Lewis of score 3, 4, 5 times. We've got The Brown's playoff hopes are
g
some work to do."
Red.
gone, but the Broncos are still
The furrowed field and slippery
In the second half Coach Nye
battling.
moved Tom Razembe up from his grass made play difficult, but DALLAS over THE NEW YORR
links man position to try and spark the Scots considered that no
GIANTS... The Giants have posthe offense. Tom soon justified
sibly the worst offense In football and lightning doesn't strike
twice in the NFL.
DETROIT over GREEN BATM
: All-Ohi- o
The Packer's pitiful passing atin both divisions, as a team and
tack win do them in .rematch
by Cathy Desprez
io
to the Lions.
as individuals. On the
SAN DIEGO over RANSAS CITY.
As in other sports, the College Division the team was eighteenth
In the Colry
..The Chiefs are the other team
team out of twenty-five,aof Wooster
lege
they placed in the running for worst offense,
Division
io
competes yearly in the
Championships
were eleventh, beating the same teams and that is all they can win as
which
their defense should crack under
in each division. Out of the
Friday.
hosted at Delaware last
the Chargers, my upset of the
approximately 250 runners, Wooster had two men in the top one
week.
The meet, composed of twenty-fiteams from the state, was hundred. Rich Day placed 85 LOS ANGELES over THE NEW
YORR JETSThe Jets, at this
with a time of 27:27 and Doug
io
split into two divisions, the
point are playing the worst footDivision and the College Murphy placed a very respectable
Division, the later consisting of 93, a great improvement after ball In the NFL. I cannot see
that changing this week.
eighteen smaller schools. In the starting the season with bad
MINNESOTA
over NEW ENGBowling knees. Of the teams top five
io
Divisions
was
the game the
placed
runners,
LAND...
This
140;
below
all
past
by
Rent State
Green slid
Vikings were looking ahead to
only one point and OSU held onto they were Forrest Merten, Jolast week when they lost to the
io
seph Williams and Ralph Merten
third. M alone, fifth In the
Lions. I look for them to be
Division, took the College In third, fourth and fifth respecand Joe. ready for a hurting Patriot team.
Division with a small lead over tively. Brian Volz
Wermer were right behind, and PHILADELPHIA over NEW
Mount Union.
one seems to think
Wooster made a good showing all the times were Improved.
' much of the Eagles, but they are
5- -2
2,
after Sunday.
Lincoln came out after the ball,
but it hit the ground and with
some crazy English twisted into
the far side of the goal. The
goal was credited to Denisonian
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SPORTS EVENTS

Homecoming, 1974

D

0

Including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles.

Saturday, October 26
10 AM
P.E.C. POOL
Swimming

vs. Ohio Wesleyan

D

D

D

P.E.C. Main Gym
Volleyball vs. Bowling Green, Akron

D

and Wright Stat

Good Morchandtae Our Busdmm And Pleasure
PnbUe Square Wooaur. Ohio

1ST

A

10:30

AM

over SAN

FRAN-dSCOMWith- out

Steve Spurrier
the 49ers can only be helped by

Raider chalrty.
WASHINGTON over ST. LOUIS
All things must pass, and George
Allen will have his Redskins
fired up so high that the home
field win mean nothing to the

Cardinals.

D

0

SNo

PITTSBURGH over ATLANTA
Once again the Monday night
game win feature two teams who
are playing crummy footbalLbut
In the Steelers case they are
winning anyway.
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Injuries hurt

Scots lose

dressing. This lack of defensive
linemen was apparent in the fact
that Marietta had great success

by Jon Hull

Last Saturday the Marietta Pioneers were able to move the
ball and score when they had to

defeat, either the Pioneers were
the better team or Wooster didn't
play Its best. I am not one to
plead injuries as an excuse for
defeat in most cases, but in this
case the hurts hurt. The Scots
had no less than five key players on the sidelines or in the
pressbox. To start with the offense, Chris Kasprzyk, the Scots
power tackle, has probably ended
his unlucky career at Wooster,
gone with a leg injury. His loss

was and will continue to be keenly felt each time Wooster gets
the ball. There was no one on
the team who could begin to re-

place him.

The most obvious absentee was
quarterback Jim Bressi. Listed
as available only in emergencies,
Bressi was kept out of the game,
but will hopefully be ready for
tomorrow. Jaime Melvtn, the replacement, did, frankly, better
than expected, passing for 202
yards and one touchdown (a 34
yard toss to Ned Compton), but
a badly underthrown interception
thwarted a key Wooster drive.
Fullback Bob Rodgers was also
held out of most of the game,
although he appeared long enough
to score the Scots second touchdown.
The

defense saw Roy
and Paul Sebron not

Bil-Ijent- lna

run-pa-

y

ball.

.

been the reverse. The Scots
ss
Otterbein v has a
have made the homecomings of
quarterback In Bill Hilller, currently fourth in the OAC In total Heidelberg and Marietta sucoffense. He leads a balanced cessful and this week will try
attack which Is third in the con- - to do the same with theirs. .

the ensuing kick and moved 75
yards In seven plays to make the
score
early In the fourth
quarter. From that point on the
excitement grew as the final
quarter became just a question
of whether or no t Marietta would
be able to keep the Scot off the
board. They did and the game ended on Jamie Melvln's desperation
bomb being intercepted In the
endzone.
Wooster fans saw a couple
of new things this week from the
offense. First of all the Scots
used star wide receiver Ned
Compton over the middle for the
first time this year. It worked
too as the Pioneers were given
fits, expecting to see Compton
break outside and the senior
i..
"",';. .Vik,
pass catcher not
by
Ken Myers
Photo
Also we saw some flair passes
to fullback Mark Miller early
Mark Miller heads for a hole in last Saturday's game.
In the game, although they did
ference In yards gained, (third
not continue. These were encouraging signs of the development on the ground, seventh through
air) The Otters are fresh
of a well rounded passing attack the 28-off
pounding of Muskingum
by the Scots. If opponents are
have
also
beaten Marietta this
going to come into the game
keying on the Wooster pass (and year. This weak point in their
why shouldn't they, the Scots defense seems to be the pass
where they rank just above Woare second in the conference oster
(12th) in the conference.
in the air and 12th on the ground),
Wooster is going to need the It shapes up as a wide open
battle with a good deal
flairs, the draws, the screens, offensive
of
excitement
tQ.mark Wooster's
and the ability to throw to each
homecoming.
receiver on every type of pattern, 56
Last year the Scots, as tne
to make the most of this potent
saying goes, spoiled four homeattack.
comings, three of their opHomecoming will see the inponents and their own. So far
vasion of a red hot Otter team.
season the situation has
Otterbetn got off to a slow start, this
being dumped by Kenyon
0,
but since has been a terror,
Currently the Oner s are 2
and tied for first in the OAC
with a -0 mark. They are also
the leading scorers in the conCollege expenses can be
ference averaging over 26 points
paid safely and surely with
per game. Wooster on the other
a low-co- st
hand In dead last getting just 12.8
points per contest.
21-- 13

.

defeat. Marietta's victory

21-- 13

kept their title hopes alive and
sent a homecoming crowd home
' happy. On the other hand, barring
a bizaar series of events, the
Scots are out of the running
in the OAC this year.
As usual - there are two different ways of looking at the

broke through the Wooster lines
to block the extra point and took

running up the middle. This was
perhaps
single
the
most
important factor in the Pioneers'
continued success moving the

and handed the Fighting Scots

a

at Pioneer Homecoming

21-1- 3

Despite these injuries, it was
evident that this week the Scots
came to play football. Two Melvtn
to Compton passes made it 7- -0
Wooster midway through the first
quarter. Marietta cam e right
marching 59
back, however,
yards the next time they had the
ball to tie the score. Tailback
Mike Glasser found some huge
holes and the Pioneers were off
and rolling. A personal foul by
Wooster following the Scots next
punt gave Marietta the ball on
the Scot 38. From there it took
ten plays for the Marietta drive
to reach the goal line, Glasser
scoring his second TD of the
game from the one.
Marietta- - came directly at the
Scots to -- open the Second half.
Taking the kick on their own 34,
the Pioneers steadily moved the
ball all the way down to the Wooster four yard line. A fumble
(one of two the Scots recovered
in the game) killed the drive
at that point and the Scots were
deep in a hole.' In a pressure
series, of downs the Wooster
offense moved the ball out to the
41 before the drive stalled.
Marietta ran just three plays
before punting the ball back to
the Scots. Picking up where they
left off, the Scots drove the ball
from their own 35 to the six,
where Bob Rodgers knifed in for
the score. The Scot offense relied
heavily upon tailback Tom Grippa
in the second half as the diminutive freshman picked up 69 of his
96 yards in the final two quarters.
In a key play, however, Marietta
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50 years ago:
Wooster
State 7
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a Wooster legend, L.C. Bowles.
They fell behind 0 In the first
half to the powerful Ohio State
team and for a while It seemed
as though the game would end
that way. But in the fourth quarter Wooster halfback Howard
Smith scored on a thirty-nin- e
yard run and the extra point
gave the Scots a 7- tie.
-Members of that 1924 team
will be holding their, reunion at
the Ramada Inn tomorrow night,
after sUtlng in on Wooster's
Homecoming 1974.
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Photo by Ken Myers
Wooster QB

Jamie MelVin passing against Marietta.

j
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chances by

making payments with

los-ab- le

cash or expensive

money orders.
V

year's
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You can take

hio

State vs. Wooster.
The Scots were coached that
year by a man who has become

ACCOUNT

OR

Homecoming
marks the flftlth anniversary of
perhaps the greatest Scot Football game ever played. The datei
November 1, 1924, the place:
Columbus, Ohio, the game: Ohio
This
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count today.
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You'll sail in February,
with the ship your classroom and the world your

campus . . . combining accredited studies with fascinating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
join them! Fwith WCA
inancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666
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VOICE

Temporary

housing?- Holder! Annex waa constructin 1921 as temporary housing "

Cary Wagner, former chairman, dies
(NEWS
Dr. Cary
chairman
trustees at

-

SERVICES)

R. Wagner, former
of the board of

House on the Wooster

Church

campus.

er,

(1964-197-

Sld-we- D.

Gershwin, ragtime to
close out weekend

"Ragtime to Gershwin" win be
presented in MeGaw Chapel at
8:15 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 27, as the
concluding event of Homecoming
weekend.
Brian Dykstra will play six
rags by the "King of Ragtime",

Queen Finalists

announced

stated that Dr. and Mrs. Wagner music department and WoosterpDCIDDDQDDD
U
"to invest the ag- Inn.
D
gregate of their resources In the
Additionally, the Wagners sup- - Q
CottlCif
D
field of Christian education, plied the paneling In Kittredgen
which they consider of vital imHaH, Lowry Center and McGaw
CtovwAflf 0
portance to the national welfare." ChaDeL which came from their U
JTlTSl oerVCtl
D
They gave the College literally farm in Utlca. They also paid Q
n
everything they had to accomfor five private dining rooms In Q
SEVENTH
D
plish this objective.
ujwrj center.
ANNUAL THEATRE
Tfielr original pledge toward
In 1971 they established a fund,
0
the cost of the dormitory was estimated between $150,000 and D
TOUR TO LONDON D
$350,000. They continued to add $200,000, to purchase books and Q
to mis sum to meet the total reader aids for the library.
MARCH 26 D
Q MARCH 11
cost of the bulldingM.welI over
D
They also established annual jf
$500,000. They also gave sigacademic prizes for the top stu-- U
D
nificant amounts to the library, dents
In mathematics and Q STILL HAS OPENINGS
D
,
chemistry,
FOR STUDENTS
Q
0
MORE ON
Q (AND FOR CREDIT YET!)"
II
The Wagner's total contrl- - ti
D
button was well over $750,000, JJ
more than any other alumni coo- - USEE DR. LOGAN IN THE 0
n
Pie.
'All-Ameri- ca
SPEECH OFFICE
D
had decided

While Dr. Wagner's impact on
the College as chairman of the
0)
board
is immeasurable, his physical contributions
to the campus are more visible.
Early In the 1950's, Dr. and
Mrs. Wagner funded the worn en's
1966.
He is survived by his wife, dormitory on Wayne Ave., in
honor of their mothers.
the former Nancy Elizabeth
A newspaper report at the dedA memorial service was
held Tuesday In the Westminster ication of Wagner Hall in 1956
The College of Woo-stdied Oct 18 In Wooster
following a brief Illness.
A
Utlca, New York native, Dr. Wagner has lived in Wooster since

Scott JopUn; two by the great
modern ragtlmer Max Month;
and a new rag by Dykstra called
"The World's Greatest Grin",
which Is dedicated to his daughter
Kristin. Dykstra's album
--

First

Town in running

for
award

n

Listed in "Who's Who in Amer- - Q
ica,"
Dr. Wagner held over 50 m
continued from pag 1
V,
-and foreign patents and J
S.
Beauty: 12 Ragtime
authored
numerous technical U
judged
which
the
500
mlttee,
Classics" was recently reviewed
applications by "the Importance articles. He worked for over 45
In THE RAGTIMER, the publication of the Ragtime Society. of accomplishments relative to yeacs in the fields of chemistry n
The review said In part. "Mr. the community's baste problems; and management.
qualitative and quantitative asDykstra displays complete emHe Joined The College of Woo--Z
pathy for mtdwestern 'classic' pects of citizen action in developBier dwtu ui i rusiees in
ragtime, turning in correct but ing and carrying out programs to Re became vice chairman Inlaou.
1962 U
progress
meet
and
local
needs;'
spirited readings of the scores,
and was elected chairman of then
unerringly enhancing the best toward addressing
Doara in ujm.
problems".
qualities of the tunes." Dykstra
A
Jury win hear Woo-ste- r's
has presented a program called
delegation to the San
"The Art of Ragtime" at colleges
and universities In mis region. Diego conference give a
oral presentation on beErie Mills and Irwin Reese, half of the town. The final
senior voice majors, will sing a decision on winners will be made
dozen songs by George Gershwin after further Investigation, and
on the second half of the program. results will be announced several
These will include "The Real months after the conference.
A comrfiittee has been formed
American Folk Song is aRag",
"Love Walked In", "Fasclnatln' to choose Wooster's representRhythm", "The Man I Love", atives to the conference and
"Let's Call the Whole Thing draft the presentation they will
PUMVtUOMS COLOR ftT DCLUXE9
Wooster citizens have
Off", and selections from PORGY make.
been Invited to participate in and .
AND BESS.
AT 7:30 WOOSTER
f . II
comment on the formation of the
Dykstra, organizer of the program and a College of Wooster oral presentation, and Mayor
ns
faculty member since 1969, hopes Stype hopes to see as many
as possible attend the
that this program can be followed
by others featuring songs of the conference.
great American songwriters such,
as Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin, Severance Stadium
Severance
Stadium
was
Richard Rodgers, Cole Porter,
completed in 1915 and seats 5000.
and Harold Arlen.
"A-merl-

Lynn Bozlch, Savannah Har-

semt-flnall-

sts

Queen 974-75.
six
Of the 13
were nominated by each of the
six sections, three by women's
clubs, and four were nominated
by petition. The
Candy Richards, Joan
were:
Lapham, Cindy Brtggs,-LauIzard, Susan Genne and Liza
Ukena.
According to Malcolm Wld-neISC chairman, the corona- -,
tion ceremony will take place
prior to the Wooster-Otterbe- in
football game, tomorrow, Instead
of during the halftime period.
The new queen will be crowned
by the old and will receive a
bouquet of flowers.
-1-

seml-finall-

sts

semi-finali-

sts

ri

ss,

OR CALL

can

still-unresol-

bison, Linda McKlnney, Pam
Moore, Janet Will, Barb Snyder
and Lousle Lebron, were elected
as the
from 13
seven finalists for Homecoming

ed
tor 52 ' students.
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